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adoption N. 畦金っく  Adoption is forbidden in Islam. 

code of law N.  ة かぴ‾よゐ î缶ôを．ß かび．âにÜ  Code of law considers a key part in building a society. 

consultation N. おゆぃゑされを /  ゆ，ぃゑけ  They called the famous doctor for consultation. 

judiciary N.  か＿『ぃとç½を かだÜろ½を  Judiciary rules disputes between citizens with justice. 

jury N. î缶ùÜ玄県を か【＿0  The jury failed to reach a decision. 

penalty N.  かゅ．çび  He received a big penalty for violating his law. 

persuasion N.  ة おめ＿çびßをぱぃà  She has great powers of persuasion. 

principle N. ‶めっÜ  I take this seriously. It's a matter of principle. 

property N. か＿£ÜÜ  This house is my only property. 

violence N.  éàび  The film is full of violence. 

welfare N.  か＿0ぃÄゆ  Government is working on the welfare of citizens. 

techno-criminal N. ( öよにÜ畦金çく )  A techno-criminal stole my bank account information 

bench N. めぴçÜ  This bench is made of wood. 

brief N.  かぎ顎ほ ة りと．Ü  He began with a brief introduction. 

case N.  か＿とß  The new evidence weakens the case against her. 

defence N.  ぱぃÄむ  Education is the chief defence of nations. 

handcuffs N.  むぃùぎ‶ ة ¡顎べ‶  She was taken to the police station in handcuffs. 

note N. かどは顎Ü  The report ended on a positive note. 

row N.  éぎ  The students stood in a row. 

spring N.  ぶ＿ゅよ½を  I love the spring - it's a wonderful time of the year. 

grievance N.  ・．óゐ  to have a grievance against his company. 

litigation N.  か＿『ぃとß ・．びむ  Some business disputes require litigation. 
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petty N.  ة ê、Ü 祈缶べ。Äぃく  It was a petty problem and they soon solved it. 

residential area N.  か＿à£れ かçだàÜ  this residential area was hit by drought. 

speed limit N.  かびよろ½を めは  Slow down - you're breaking the speed limit. 

sue N. 畦銀棋ぃç｀  I will sue you ,if you did not pay back my money. 

spring N. Ñ祈竿ôら ة 。これ．れ    Many machines work by spring 

note N. かどは顎Ü   The report ended on a positive note. 

supporter N.  果½ め 〈^Ü  My friend is a Liverpool supporter. 

define V.  むめひ｀ ة ぽよぴ¨  It is important to define these terms accurately. 

enforce V.  やùà｀  ة Çっだ｀  Government make laws and the police enforce them. 

intend V.  ́ ．à｀  I intend to spend the weekend in France. 

contend V. めñ〈｀ ة ¡むぃに｀  The man contend that it was not his fault. 

claim V. 〃喬め｀  You must claim against the car insurance. 

clog up V.  ëßよぴ¨ ة Ç＿ぴ¨  Within a few years the pipes began to clog up. 

govern V.  よだ＿ろ¨ ة ê£ひ｀  Who governs USA ? 

impose V. ごよù｀  The Court decides what punishment to impose . 

prosecute V.  か＿『ぃとß ・．びむ ぶÄよ｀  I always prosecute people who trespass on my land. 

prove V. ▲0祈竿｀  Just give me a chance and I'll prove it to you. 

break into V. êひこç｀  A thief can break into a car in under ten seconds. 

spring V.   りùç｀  I sprang out of bed ,when the phone rang. 

note V.  ばは顎｀  It is important to note this difference. 

raw V.  )ぇゆぃß( ぽめに｀  We took turns to row the boat up the river. 

fake Adj. é り^Ü  Experts revealed that the painting was a fake. 

invisible Adj. ´‶よÜ 祈缶べ  He wished that he could make himself invisible. 

guilty Adj. えôやÜ  The criminal is  innocent until proved guilty. 

civil Adj. ゞüめÜ  He trained as a civil engineer . 

innocent Adj. ╋ よ́ぉ  The criminal is  innocent until proved guilty. 

legal Adj. 〃喬よゐ ة ゞü．ôぃß  We have to achieve our goals through legal ways. 

tolerant Adj. ふÜぃろさÜ  She's very tolerant of other people's failings. 

worthless Adj. かâ＿ç½を ê｀めび  The information was worthless to me. 

regardless Adv.  ▲び よどà½を ずぺゃ  I decided to go regardless of the weather. 

ultimately Adv.  öぃこ諺圏を ة か｀ぃ去戯½を 〃止  Ultimately, the war had to end. 

in favour of Ph.  果½ め 〈^Ü  I'm strongly in favour of women work. 
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• Fill in the spaces with the suitable words from the list below 

Jury / code of law / principle / welfare / judiciary / persuasions 

1. The organization works on the ……………….. that all members have the same rights.  

2. Kuwait is a country which welcomes people of all religious ………………..  . 
3. He went free because the …………..…. decided that there was a reasonable doubt about his guilt.  

4. All judges in the country's courts represent the …….……. which is responsible for its legal system.  

5. These organizations have fought very hard for the rights and ……………. of immigrants. 

define / adoption / civil / code of law / innocent / enforce 

6. She was homeless and had to put her child up for .....................  .  

7. He pursued his claim through the .....................  courts.  

8. The  .....................  established by Hammurabi is the first written laws in human history.  

9. The term ‘mental illness’ is difficult to .....................   

10. It's the job of the police to .....................  the law. 

prove / jury / penalty / legal / govern / innocent 

11. He accused the opposition party of being unfit to ...............................  .  

12. Children are the  ...............................   victims of war.  

13. The ...............................   found her not guilty of her husband’s murder. 

14. We should have taken advice on the ...............................  implications of our activities. 

15. In the west, most countries have abolished the death ...............................  . 

techno criminals / invisible / broke into / worthless / fake 

16. He was charged with possessing a/an …………………. passport.  

17. The police found traces of blood on his jacket that were …………..…… to the naked eye. 

18. The police managed to arrest the people who …………….……. the supermarket to take goods 

worth thousands of pounds.  

19. She refused to do away with her old ………………. furniture when she moved to her new villa.  

20. People should be aware when doing online financial transactions because they may be 

electronically deceived by the …………..…….  . 
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• Choose the most appropriate answer from a, b, c and d. 

21. Children need to be taught to have respect for other people's .....................  .  

a) defence            b) judiciary            c) techno-criminal            d) property 

22. They say I’m too old to do the job, but I’m going to .....................  them all wrong.  
a) contend            b) prove            c) govern            d) break into 

23. People need to be .....................  of different points of view to live in peace.  

a) brief            b) invisible            c) tolerant            d) worthless 

24. The jury declared him .....................  and he was allowed to go free.  

a) brief            b) innocent            c) tolerant            d) worthless 

25. The main concern of the new government must be the people’s .....................  .  
a) welfare            b) grievance            c) adoption            d) penalty 

26. The lawyer .....................  that his client had never been near the scene of the crime.  

a) defined            b) enforced            c) contended            d) governed 

27. The bank notes I received from him turned out to be completely .....................  .  

a) brief            b) innocent            c) tolerant            d) worthless 

28. Through a telescope we could see millions of stars that were .....................  to the naked eye.  

a) invisible            b) innocent            c) tolerant            d) worthless 

29. There are special seats in the front ………………. of the theatre.  

a- row             b- brief             c- handcuffs             d- note  

30. There's a/an ……………… pinned to the door saying when the shop will open again.  
a- spring             b- row             c- note            d- handcuffs  

31. Her skillful lawyer managed to present a persuasive ……..…. to the jury to release the convict.  

a- row            b- spring             c- handcuffs             d- brief  

32. Criminals are always taken to the police stations in …………..…… not to flee.  

a- row             b- spring            c- handcuffs             d- note  

33. The children have jumped on the couch so much that they've ruined the ……………  
a- rows             b- springs            c- handcuffs             d- notes 

34. All companies …………… that they are not responsible for the pollution in the river.  

a- clog up             b- intend            c- claim             d- sue  

35. The president has announced he does not ……..…….. to stand for re-election.  

a- sue             b- claim             c- intend            d- contend  

36. Motorists have to be fined if they don't stick to …………………….  
a- residential area             b- speed limit             c- grievance             d- litigation  
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1. What is the law ?  î．ôぃç½を ．0 ぃÜ  

 The law is a group of rules which govern all the society.  ぶâこ鹸県を ê£ひく めびを．ß かび．âにÜ ．0 

2. Why do you think it is important to have laws?   ぃÜ か＿â0‶  む．と， î．ôぃç½を  

 I think laws are essential to protect people's rights. むをよÄ梶を í．çは ▲âとく î缶ôを．ç½を  

3. Why do think it is important to have a well-structured judiciary?  ぃÜ か＿『ぃとß か【＿0 む．と， か＿â0‶か ．^ß  

 It is important to establish justice and equality.  ぶâこ鹸県を 〃止 おを，ぃろ粥を， か½をめぴ½を Ç＿っだこ½ 

4. In your opinion, how can we make the law work effectively?  お╋ぃù£ぉ î．ôぃç½を Ç＿っだく ▲âとô é＿ñ 

 I think the best way is to enforce law on all people equally.  î缶ôを．ç½を Ç＿っだく 〃止 おを，ぃろ粥を Ç よ^ぞ ▲び 

5. How do Islamic values influence the system of law in Kuwait?   し ．^ó½を 〃止 î缶ôを．ç½を きよせ[く é＿ñ ö顎れ潟ぃぉ  

 The Kuwaiti law depends on the teachings of Islam. ゞÜ顎れ岳を ▲｀め½を ê＿½ぃぴけ ゜脅び か＿さ ．^ó½を î缶ôを．ç½を しÜぃß 

6. In your opinion, what is the main purpose of sending criminals to prison?   ゜矯を î缶Üよ鹸県を ¡ぃれゆを êこ｀ をもぃ粥

 î．鹸経½を 

 To protect people  ê去戯Ü るぃà½を か｀ぃâ玄圏     To change the behaviour of the criminals.  î缶Üよ鹸県を きぃ＿ñ．Üれ 祈缶＿ぺこ½ 

7. In your opinion, why computer crimes are widespread nowadays? ぃÜ  しô祈管ô岳を ê『をよと ゆぃゑさôを えあれ  

 That is because a lot of people are using the internet. るぃà½を î缶ぉ しô祈管ô岳を öをめまこれを ゆぃゑさôを えあろゃ 

8. Why do criminals use the Internet to communicate with each other?  î．Üよ鹸県を öめまころ¨ をもぃ粥 しô祈管ô岳を ëぎを．こÜ½

ê去戯＿ぉ ぃâ＿Ä 

 To plan crimes ê『をよ鹸嫌½ ぢ＿だまこÜ½                     To pass confidential information.  ê去戯＿ぉ きぃÜ．Üぴ粥を ¡むぃっこ½ 
9. Why can techno-criminals commit crimes through the Internet more safely? しô祈管ô岳を ê『をよと か½．、れ ぇぃっれ‶ ぃÜ 

 Because they are invisible. ╋ぃù諺圏を 〃止 î．Üâぴ¨ ê去丘岳   It is difficult to prove the crime. か＿ô，祈管£½岳を ê『をよ鹸圏を ぶっさく かゅ．ぴぎ 

10. Why do you think minor cases shouldn't be brought to courts?  かはぃれ ▲び をめ＿ぴゃ お祈缶ぺぐ½を ぃ｀ぃとç½を ëは えに｀ をもぃ粥

かâ£玄県を 

 I think because they prevent legal system from operating efficiently.   お╋ぃù£ぉ ëâぴ½を ▲Ü ゞ』ぃとç½を öぃどà½を ぶàâく  岳 渓謹は 

11. If you had a dispute with your neighbour, how would you settle it?  úôを祈缶と めは‶ ぶÜ ぱをりô ëひく é＿ñ 

 I would settle it friendly and peacefully.  畦潅Üれ， ´む， ëóゑゃ 。Üひぉ ö．ß[れ 

12. What is meant by the culture of blame? せ 〃曲 ぃÜö．Ü½を かÄぃç  
を か½，ぃひÜ 〃曲 岳を ゜脅び ö．Ü½を ╋ぃç½▲ひô ぃô╋ぃだほを ▲び ê去妓＿½，〈ろÜ ╋ぃびむを， ▲ よ^ほ .  

 It is he tendency to look for people and claim they are responsible for a mistake 

 When a student fails he blames teachers for his failure.       え½ぃだ½を ゞçÜ｀ îを ëたÜ 禍Ü ゜脅び 。ÜゑÄ かに＿さô 。＿れゆめ  
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Present Perfect 



(I/You/We/They)  have 
+  

(He/She/It) has 



î梶を 渓謹は をよざぃは ¡をり｀ 岳 ~祈缶せ[く ▲£½， 畦銀棋ぃ粥ぃぉ êく すめは ▲び 祈缶っぴこÜ½ ▲Üり½を をや0 öめまころ¨ 



Since   /  for   /  yet   /  ever   /  never   

already   /  just   /  recently  

 

1 Since み ゆ^ぃく( むめひÜ むめひÜ よ、ゐ ة おむめひÜ かàれ ة   ö．｀ة
むめひÜ ) 

• Ali has finished studying since three 

o'clock. 

• He hasn't travelled since he was a child. 

2 For び▲Ü むめ  ( きを．àろ½を ة  ゆ．、ゑ½を ة öぃ｀梶を きぃびぃろ½を ة  ) 

• I have lived here for 10 years. 

• Heba has travelled Oman for three weeks. 

3 Yet 
 (かÜâ鹸圏を か｀ぃ去丘 〃止 ぃâ『をむ) 

• He hasn't written the letter yet. 

• Have you seen the film yet ? 

4 Ever  

• Have  you ever  been to France? 

• Has  he  ever fixed his car himself ? 

5 Never  ゞùàぉ ö．çく，(かÜâ鹸圏を )

• I have  never  met famous people. (か＿ùàÜ かÜâと) 

• She has  never  arrived late. (か＿ùàÜ かÜâと) 

6 Already   ö．çく，(きぃっせ《ぉ かÜâ鹸圏を) 
• I  have already met famous people. (。こあたÜ かÜâと) 

• She  has  already  arrived late. (  かÜâと。こあたÜ ) 
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Present Perfect Continuous 



I/You/We/They have 
+ been +  + ing 

He/She/It has 



î梶を 渓謹は  をよâころÜ ¡をら ぃÜ， 畦銀棋ぃ粥ぃぉ ‶めぉ すめは ▲び 祈缶っぴこÜ½ ▲Üり½を をや0 öめまころ¨ 



till now  / still / all (day  /evening /morning / night) / for  / since  

• What have you been doing all evening? 

• I have been working here since three o'clock.  

• She has been studying English for ten years. 

• It has been raining all day. 

• We haven't been watching the film till now.  

• Have you been listening to me? 

。ぉぃゑさ½を  ばは岳  ゜矯を ~ぃっさô岳を îぃÄ ú½や½， öをめまこれ岳を つ＿は ▲Ü î缶çぉぃろ½を î缶àÜり½を î缶ぉ 祈缶っñか½をめ½を きぃâÜó½を  をめと öぃ0 
 

• Choose the best option ( for / since / yet / never / ever / already ) 

1. I haven't seen Ahmed …………….. he was a baby.  

2. Has Mrs. Hind begun the lesson …………….?  

3. We have stayed there …………. three weeks.  

4. Have you ………….. visited the Pyramids in Giza?  

5. I have ………..…. been to a foreign country. 

6. Do you ………………… go to live concerts? 

7. Can you open the door ?  Oh, it is ………….. open. 

8. Haven't you finished your food ………….. ?   No, I am still eating mom. 

9. No, Your cousin hasn't come to the party ………….. . 

10. We have known each other …………  fifteen years. 
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• Do as required 

11. I have already made up my mind.   ( Change into Negative ) 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
12. No, The bus hasn't arrived yet.  ( Form a Question ) 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
13. I have been waiting for ages.   ( Form a Question ) 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
14. Hesham has been working with us since last May.   ( Form a Question ) 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

• Correct the underlined verbs 

15. I just write two letters.  

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
16. You ever see an elephant?  

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
17. The two armies fight all last month.   

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
18. She draw a nice picture for three hours till now.  

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
19. My mother already cook delicious food.  

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
20. I study English since I was six years old and still studying it.  

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
21. He not finish playing football yet.  

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
22. What you do since 10 o'clock till midnight? It's better to sleep to get up early.  

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
23. I just do my homework.  

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
24. She hasn't arrive already.  

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
25. Hamad sleep for five hours till now.  

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
26. We recently know about his illness. 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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• Choose the best option 

27. How long …………. you ………… Shahd ? 

a) Has ……… known      b) have ………. known    c) have……… been knowing 

28. I ……………. all morning . I am tired. 

a) have worked                b) worked                c) have been working 

29. I ………………. already …………. the report. 

a) have ………. received        b) will ………. receive        c) has ……… received 

30. Sorry about the mess, we …………………… the walls. 

a) have painted                b) have been painting             c) painting 

31. This is the fifth time you ……………… that question. 

a) has been asking                b) have asked                c) asked 

32. My friend ……………….. his leg, so he can't walk. 

a) have broken                b) has broken                c) has been breaking 

33. You look tired , "Yes I ………………………. all morning" 

a) have run                b) has run                c) have been running 

34. I have been studying English ……………………. about ten years.  

a) since               b) just               c) for               d) ago 

35. I've been preparing lunch ………………………. 1 o'clock .  

a) since               b) for               c) ago               d) yet 

36. The maid …………………………cleaning the house . 

a) has just finished     b) have just finished     c) is just finishing       d) finishes 

37. Unfortunately , the manager ……………………. his office before I arrived.  

a) has left               b) had left               c) have left               d) is leaving 

38. She ……………………………..the story all day long .  

a) have been reading   b) has been reading  c) had been reading   d) is reading 
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 Comparative and Contrastive Connectors

 

1 
Whereas 

 

• ゞけ[く めß   whereas   かÜâ鹸圏を ぢれ， 〃止    &ゞけ[く めß   whereas   かÜâ鹸圏を ¡，‶ 〃止   
•  ( かÜぎぃÄ ぃ、çっろ¨, ) )かÜたÜ梶ぃぉ ぃâñ( かÜâ鹸圏を ぢれ， 〃止 き╋ぃと をもを 

• I prefer living in the town , whereas  my brother prefers the country .  

• Whereas  I prefer living in the town , my brother prefers the country. 

2
But 

 

• ゞけ[く   but   かÜâ鹸圏を ぢれ， 〃止   بب ぢçÄ  かÜぎぃÄ ぃ、çっろ¨ 岳，,        ぃâñ( 舷戟．Ü ¡ぃた粥ぃぉ ) 

• I prefer living in the town  but  my brother prefers the country .  

3
On the 

other hand 

 

ぶふ

• ゞけ[く   On the other hand 〃止 ¡，‶ かÜâ鹸圏を   ( ぃ、çっろ¨  بب か＿ôぃた½を. かÜぎぃÄ ぃ0めぴゃ ゞけ[ ，^   )  (,) 

• Travelling by car is very cheap . On the other hand , flying is quicker. 

4
Instead of 

ぶ ふ

•  [｀ゞけ    めぴゃinstead of  + ëぴÄ    ة  êれを ( ing ) 

• Instead of  flying , let's go by car .  

• I want tea instead of coffee. 

5
In 

compariso

n with 

ぶ ふ

•  [｀ゞけ    めぴゃinstead of  + ëぴÄ    ة  êれを ( ing ) 

• In comparison with flying , driving is too slow. 

 

• Fill in the spaces with the suitable words from the list below 

whereas  /    instead of  /   on the other hand  /  in comparison with  /  but   

39. In Kuwait, summer is too hot, ………………… winter is cool.  

40.   ………………………. cooking, let's go out for dinner.  

41. City life is exciting. ………………………. , life in the countryside is more peaceful.  

42.  ………………………….. Life nowadays, life a century ago was quite hard.  
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• Do as shown between brackets 

43. The old book was boring . The new one is quite interesting.  (Join)  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….………………….……….. 

44. Policemen carry handcuffs. Lawyers carry briefcases. ( Join using; "on the other hand" )  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….………………….……….. 

45. Policeman have to be fit. Lawyers have to be very intelligent. ( Join using; "whereas")  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….………………….……….. 

46. I like living in the city. My wife prefers the countryside. ( Join ) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….………………….……….. 

47. I prefer living in the town. My brother prefers living in the country . (Join the two sentences) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….………………….……….. 

• Choose the correct answer 

48. ………………. becoming a policeman like his father, he chose to become a doctor.  

a- because of          b- in comparison        c- instead of           d- on the other 

hand  

49. ………………… with other careers, the teacher's job is quite stressful.  

a- in comparison           b- whereas              c- but             d- instead of 

50. In Kuwait, summer is too hot, …………………… winter is cool.  

a) in comparison with       b) instead of      c) whereas      d) on the other hand.  

51. …………………… cooking, let's go out for dinner.  

a) Whereas      b) In comparison with       c) on the other hand       d) instead of  

52. City life is exciting, …………………, life in the countryside is more peaceful.  

a) in comparison with       b) instead of        c) whereas      d) on the other hand  

53. ……………………. Life nowadays, life a century ago was quite hard.  

a) In comparison with             b) But             c) Whereas              d) Instead of 

 


